Suricata - Feature #3636

eve: option to enable all outputs

04/13/2020 03:52 PM - Jason Ish

Status: New
Priority: Low
Assignee: 
Category: 
Target version: 7.0beta1
Effort: 
Difficulty: 

Description
Currently with eve, each output type needs to be listed to be enabled. It would be useful to have a flag to just enable all, with sensible options.

Related issues:
Related to Feature #1993: commandline: introduce --enable-all-outputs switch

New

History
#1 - 04/13/2020 03:54 PM - Jason Ish
- Priority changed from Normal to Low
- Target version set to 6.0.0beta1

#2 - 04/13/2020 03:55 PM - Jason Ish
- Related to Feature #1993: commandline: introduce --enable-all-outputs switch added

#3 - 04/13/2020 03:55 PM - Jason Ish
- Subject changed from eve: option to enable all outputs to eve: option to enable all outputs

#4 - 05/25/2020 03:27 PM - Victor Julien
- Target version changed from 6.0.0beta1 to 7.0beta1